Measurement of an influence of Electrosmog and GPZ
I offer a control of electrosmog and terrestrial zones of your sleeping and living place

Are you planning pregnancy and healthy children, family?
Building a house, moving, and healthier living?
Are you feeling tired, nervous, headache, a weakness?

We measure the most common effects:

- influence at your sleeping and the most habitable place (sleeping room, study place, children’s room…)
- Wi-Fi intensity, mobile phones and other microwaves fields (sources of harmful electrosmog)
- occurrence and influence of geo-pathological zones and sources (by a divining rod)
- eventually levels of radiation and psychosomatic zones (effects, residual energies)
(except summer I offer control of heat dissipation using thermo-camera)

Are you arranging a house for long time and would you like to be healthy? Feng Shui is not enough.

Nowadays our environment and houses are impacted by „smog“ from artificial electromagnetical fields, which are emitted by all electrical devices (e.g. transceiver of mobile operators, wire high-voltage lines, substations, home electrical wiring, mobile phones, wi-fi, handy/dock wireless phones, baby monitors, efficient lighting…).

Why is electrosmog harmful for us?

Electrosmog is a hidden danger.
According to independent medical researches and experiences high intensity of electrosmog is causing:

- increased fatigue, weakness and poor sleep
- disintegration of cells, damage of DNA code, disruption of immune and nervous system – higher danger of cancer and chronic inflammation
- memory, psyche and concentration degradation, slowing responses, increasing nervousness, degenerative influence on brain tissue
- metabolic disorder, molecular separation of elements
- changes in CBC and heart activity, worst blood formation
- significant decline in fertility and in chance to get pregnant, critical pregnancy
- disruption of hormone melatonin formation – reduced ability of regeneration
- allergies, eczema and many others chronic diseases

Legal limits are not sufficient and protect us poorly. 10x lighter standards were enforced in 2000. These are protecting human health insufficiently. Standards are remaining original or getting stricter in other countries in Europe, where those standards are approximately 10x stricter than ours. In November 2015 our standards were yet eased two-times. It is therefore important to follow mainly recommended biological limits and protect your health by self. The most sensitive are little children, especially prenatal development, babies and further development of a child...

It is needed to minimize the use of Wi-Fi (letting it switched on). But how much of Wi-Fi is really radiated from a neighborhood? We are measuring exactly this.

We will show you the whole extend of harmful electromagnetic field near the bed from the walls, near the lamp, clock radio, in the kitchen above the work-top, how much harmful are fluorescent lamps, new energy-saving tube lights, but also cordless telephones (handy), baby monitors, computers, televisions and other devices.
From the outside and on the field we get to know how far the field comes across from wires of high-voltage, from transformers, from surrounded transformers and also an effect of terrestrial geo-pathogenic zones...

**How are acting geo-pathogenic zones from the bedrock?**

Geophysical layers of bedrock are sometimes shifted, or rock ends and begins another type of bedrock (rock alternates rock) through the crack is sometimes flowing a water, source. There is a vibration of the earth's field, and it (the wild variability) burdens living organisms.

It is needed to avoid those places before building a house, moving, and especially not to sleep there. Long time ago people were observing places where animals used to rest. Those were then places of building a house – at a healthy place. Healthy and not burden place on the field can be reliably detected by a divining rod.

Influence of terrestrial fields is causing:

- poor sleep, overall fatigue, infirmity, psychological stress
- damage of child and organs development, decreased immunity, even cancer and death
- poor and uneven tree growth
- low profitability and increase fruits, vegetables

**I am offering and realising:**

- **[Independent and professional measurement](#)** of electrosmog by quality instruments with an emphasis on compliance of biological limits, spectral analyzers measure both frequency and intensity of electromagnetical field (exact designation of a source of radiation), I measure also a radioactivity
- **[Measurement of all geopathogenic effects, anomalies, finding a water source, water, cavities](#)**
- **[Proposition of solution](#)** – consulting and illustration, explanation, how far the adverse field extends, what and how to improve with regards to biological limits – it is sufficient to understand simple principles
- **Eventually I offer** a special shielding materials, isolators, etc., it is important to find a cause of problems, solution does not have to be expensive; for new constructions and reconstructions it is also important proper design and selection of electrical, appliances and technology
- **[Supply of special shielding materials](#)** and instruments for lowering values of electromagnetical field – windows foils, isolation voltage, shielding fabric
- **[Supply of harmonization means](#)** that significantly neutralize the biological impact on health such as shungit Pyramids and orgonits

**Order me, my measurement, and complete control.**

Unfortunately I do not have a car, it is important to bring me with instruments and equipment from Brno or Praha. It would be good, if there was present someone who has at least little understanding of Czech language and will act as a translator of my gestures and speech during the measurement.

I deal with this measurement for 14 years and repeatedly I see, how important is this measurement even preventively. Unfortunately often I observe also health effects in humans, little children, which are loaded by harmful radiation every day.

**Price:**

1 completely measured flat – house, 2 hours = 2000,- CZK
2 following measurements (2 houses, flats) 4 hours = 3000,- CZK

**Contact (only Czech language):**
Kamil Pokorny
E-Mail: pokorny.kamil@seznam.cz
GSM: +420 608 400 550

**Contact for English:**
Ing. Pavel Smola
E-Mail: pallom@seznam.cz
GSM: +420 602 309 145